An adaptive-gain super-twisting sliding mode observer is proposed for fault reconstruction in electro-hydraulic servo systems (EHSS) receiving bounded perturbations with unknown bounds. The objective is to address challenging problems in classic sliding mode observers: chattering effect, conservatism of observer gains, strong condition on the distribution of faults and uncertainties. In this paper, the proposed super-twisting sliding mode observer relaxes the condition on the distribution of uncertainties and faults, and the gain adaptation law leads to eliminate observer gain overestimation and attenuate chattering effects. After using the equivalent output-error-injection feature of sliding mode techniques, a fault reconstruction strategy is proposed. The experimental results are presented, confirming the effectiveness of the proposed adaptive super-twisting observer for precise fault reconstruction in electro-hydraulic servo systems.
Introduction
Hydraulic systems are extensively used in industrial fields due to inherent advantages in power transmission through a pressurized fluid [1] . Their industrial applications include active suspension and force control [2, 3, 4] , positioning [5, 6, 7] , machine tools and manufacturing [8] , excavating [9] and flight control [10] . The widespread applications and the importance of reliability and safety of hydraulic systems make the fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) an interesting field for control engineers.
The fault detection and diagnosis of electro-hydraulic servo systems (EHSS) is a generally challenging problem because of its highly uncertain nonlinear nature. This nonlinearity includes the dead-zone and hysteresis of control valves and the turbulent fluid flow equations governing the behavior of the overall system. Model uncertainties including parametric uncertainties and uncertain nonlinearities, matched/unmatched disturbances, and friction are among other types of obstacles in achieving a precise fault detection and diagnosis for hydraulic systems. Consequently, a suitable FDD algorithm needs to be proposed that takes into account model uncertainties and disturbances.
Certain efforts have been made in the literature in order to address the FDD of EHSS. These approaches include signal-based and model-based strategies [11] . Signal-based approaches including machine learning algorithms [12] , the wavelet transformation [13, 14] and the Hilbert-Huang transformation [15] have been studied to detect internal/external leakage. However, these strategies are not applicable in closed-loop tracking, mainly because closed-loop control creates correlation between plant inputs and outputs. Furthermore, signal-based approaches are dependent upon the plant receiving a specific type of input, which is not the case for a plant inside a control loop. Among modelbased approaches, FDD using the adaptive threshold [16] , unknown input observer [17] , Extended Kalman Filter [18] , adaptive and robust observer [2, 19] and parameter estimation [20] methods have been studied. Nevertheless, these methods have the common disadvantage of sensitivity to unmodeled dynamics.
Over the past two decades, sliding mode observers for fault reconstruction based on the concept of the so-called equivalent output injection have been proposed [21, 22, 23] . In these studies, a linear/nonlinear system is transformed into a new form with two separate subsystems including the dynamics of unmeasurable and measurable states. After this transformation, a reduced-order Luenberger observer is designed for the first subsystem (i.e. unmeasurable states) and sliding mode observer is proposed for observation of measurable states. Then, system faults associated with the second subsystem are reconstructed through the equivalent output injection. Nevertheless, in many practical applications this strategy suffers from the following:
• Chattering is a common problem in standard sliding mode observers/controllers that needs to be addressed.
• Bounds of the system uncertainties and faults need to be known for observer design.
• This method has a challenging problem to reconstruct faults on the first part i.e. unmeasurable states. This is due to the fact that the mentioned method requires a strong condition on the distribution of system uncertainties and faults to hold.
This paper addresses these challenging problems. Using second-order sliding mode techniques is a well-known strategy to counteract the chattering effect. Nevertheless, these methods require the time derivative of the sliding variable for their realization. In contrast, the well-known super-twisting algorithm [24] can be realized using only the sliding variable itself. In order to establish the sliding motion, there is no need to know perturbation/fault bounds in the observer design. The gains of the super-twisting algorithm are chosen only in accordance with bounds on the gradient of the perturbation. In practical applications, this bound cannot be effortlessly estimated. As a result, the overestimation of perturbation bounds imposes a conservative choice for super-twisting observer gains and exacerbates the chattering.
This paper presents a novel adaptive super-twisting (ASTW) observer for fault reconstruction (i.e. internal and external leakages), which takes into account the uncertainties and nonlinearities of the EHSS. Adaptive gains handle the perturbed EHSS with additive perturbations (uncertainties and faults) in which the perturbation bounds are unknown but bounded. These gains dynamically increase until the system states reach sliding motion and then start to reduce towards lower values. The mentioned procedure is repeated whenever the sliding variable or its derivative start to deviate from the sliding manifold. This strategy eliminates the gain overestimation as well as chattering. Furthermore, simultaneous state estimation and fault reconstruction for the EHSS is based on an extended form of previous works [21, 22, 23] . This consideration results in the constraint on the distribution of the perturbation of unmeasurable states being relaxed. In this case, both matched and unmatched disturbances/faults on the EHSS mechanical part can be reconstructed. Finally, the boundedness of adaptive gains has been proven and the finite convergence time is estimated. The stability proof is motivated by recently proposed Lyapunov function [25, 26] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, a detailed nonlinear mathematical model of the presented EHSS is described. Design of adaptive super-twisting observer (ASTW), the finite-time stability proof and the proof of the adaptive gains boundedness are presented in Section 3. Section 4 gives the fault reconstruction strategy. In Section 5, the experimental set-up and the implementation approach are described. The experimental results are also discussed and the efficacy of the proposed strategy is confirmed.
System modeling and problem statement
Consider the nonlinear dynamic model of the EHSS shown in Fig. 1 . It is composed of a fixed-displacement hydraulic pump, a proportional relief valve (PRV), a proportional directional valve (PDV), and a double acting cylinder. The mathematical modeling of this system is presented as follows: Figure 1 : Schematic diagram of the hydraulic system.
The proportional directional valve (PDV) model can be described as a first-order system given by:
where x v denotes the spool position, τ v is the spool time constant, K v and u 1 are the valve gain and the input voltage of the PDV, respectively. The pressure dynamics of actuator chambers can be derived as follows: [1] :
in which β is the fluid effective bulk modulus, V 01 + A 1 x c and V 02 − A 2 x c are the volumes of actuator chambers, x c andẋ c are the position and velocity of the actuator. Terms of Q 1 and Q 2 represent flow through PDV orifices, Q L1 and Q L2 represent actuator leakages which can be formulated as follows:
with C d the discharge coefficient, w the valve orifice area gradient, ρ the fluid density, P s the supply pressure, P T the tank pressure, P 1 , P 2 the piston and rod side pressures of the cylinder, respectively, C i the internal leakage coefficient, C e1 and C e2 being the external leakage coefficients.
The dynamic model of the actuator(cylinder) can be described as:
where m and c are the equivalent mass and the damping coefficient of the environment respectively. f d denotes any unknownbut-bounded disturbance and friction force including stiction and Coulomb. A proportional relief valve (PRV) is considered to control the supply pressure at the location of the pump in accordance with actuator demands. It is worth noting that the importance of controllable supply pressure for the aim of high accuracy positioning and increased efficiency of hydraulic actuators has been addressed by [6, 27] and [28] . Neglecting the blowdown of the relief valve [6] , the supply pressure P s is related to the PRV control input u 2 by a first-order system given by:
where τ s is the time constant of PRV, K r and u 2 are the valve gain and the input voltage of the PRV, respectively. Considering equations (1) to (9) and defining state variables
the nonlinear dynamics of the EHSS can be expressed as:
in which y denotes measurable states, and pressure differences depend on the position of the PDV spool:
The unknown-but-bounded term ∆(x) denotes the unmodeled dynamics and uncertain nonlinearities of supply pressure dynamics.
Given the nonlinear dynamics of EHSS (10) with a variable structure in the pressure dynamics of cylinder chambers, the main sources of system nonidealities include leakage faults due to breakdown of seals, external disturbances on the cylinder, and uncertainties in supply pressure dynamics. Considering these aspects, it is evident that a suitable observer needs to be proposed that is robust to mentioned system nonidealities. The development of adaptive super-twisting observer will be described in the following section.
Adaptive super-twisting observer design
The nonlinear system (10) includes the unavailable state (x 1 ), measurable states ( y) and a second-order system (cylinder dynamics). Our objective is to reorder the states so that the system is turned into a suitable form for super-twisting observer design. With this in mind, the system (10) can be rewritten as:
where z = col(z 1 = x 1 , z 2 = x 6 ) denotes unavailable states and y = col(y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , y 4 ) denotes measurable states,
The ASTW observer is represented by the following dynamical systeṁ
in which µ(·) is the so-called output error-injection term such that:
where σ denotes the sliding variable and adaptive gains L 1 (t) and L 2 (t) are to be determined. Remark 1. Consider Eq. (14) as the observer effort, it generates the continuous signal which drives the sliding variable and its derivative to zero in finite time in the presence of unknownbut-bounded perturbations. Since term µ(σ) contains a continuous function L 1 (t)|σ| 1 2 sign(σ) and a discontinuous function under the integral L 2 (t) t 0 sign(σ)dτ, chattering is attenuated but is not eliminated. Furthermore, the adaptation of observer gains (L 1 (t) and L 2 (t)) improves the chattering reduction because it eliminates the conservatism of observer gains.
It is worth noting that the presented system in form (11) is an extension of previous works [22, 23] . In mentioned studies, the system falls into two separate subsystems including the dynamics of measurable and unmeasurable states that each subsystem contains a set of first-order systems. Finally, a first-order sliding mode observer is used for state observation and fault reconstruction. In proposed form (11) , the second-order system (cylinder dynamics) is considered as a separate subsystem and using ASTW observer (12) provides the reconstruction of disturbances/faults on the unmeasurable part (cylinder velocity). Consequently, there is no need for any conditions on the distribution of system faults. Although in previous studies, this requirement is necessary.
Remark 2. The presented form (11) (12) can be generalized for a class of nonlinear systems for the objective of nonlinear observer design and/or fault reconstruction. Some of these nonlinear systems are robot manipulators powered by electrical, hydraulic or pneumatic drive systems, turbocharged Engines, PEM fuel cell air-feed systems, switching power converters, etc. This generalization will be studied and presented in future work.
Let the observation errors be: (11), the observation error dynamical equation can be described by:ė
where 4 
The stability of dynamic error systems (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) can be split into two parts including the stability of unmeasurable part (15) and the other parts (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) . In the first step, the stability of the unmeasurable part (15) is considered. It is obvious that the scaler system (15) is isolated from the other parts and is exponentially stable. Consequently, lim t→∞ e z 1 (t) = 0 and e z 1 ,ė z 1 ∈ L ∞ In the second step, the stability of the other parts is performed as follows. Bearing in mind that the cylinder position, the PDV spool, and fluid flow passing through the PDV are physically bounded. It can be easily shown that the nonlinear termsG 1 andG 2 are globally bounded by
whereφ 1 andφ 2 are upper bounds on φ 1 (y) and φ 2 (y), respec-tively. 1 δ 1 and 1 δ 2 are unknown positive constants 1 . The reader refer to [25] for more information about necessary conditions on perturbation bounds in super-twisting algorithm.
Assumption 1. The perturbation 4 (e z 2 , t), uncertainty ∆(x), and the time derivatives of nonlinear terms φ 1 (y) f 1 and φ 2 (y) f 2 , in the error dynamics (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) are bounded.
Remark 3. The nonlinear system (11) and the ASTW observer (12) are bounded-input bounded-state (BIBS) in finite time, since the system (11) is a physical system [29] and it is wellknown in literature that hydraulic systems have bounded state for bounded input [1] . With this in mind, it is reasonable to assume that, all of the forces acting on the cylinder are bounded. Therefore, the cylinder acceleration and velocity are bounded and the first condition of Assumption 1 hold. Notice that system faults (internal and external leakages) and their derivatives are physically bounded. Therefore, the last two conditions of Assumption 1 also hold on the overall region of the system behavior.
For the system (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) , consider the following sliding surface: σ = {col(e z 1 , e z 2 , e y 1 , e y 2 , e y 3 , e y 4 )|e y i = 0, i = 1 : 4} (23) Theorem 1. Consider the dynamic of observation error (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) and suppose that (21) and (22) hold, Then, for any initial conditions e y i (0), e z 2 (0), σ(0), if the adaptive gain L 1 (t) satisfies the following condition 2
there exist a finite time t f > 0 and a parameter i , so that the trajectories of the observation error system (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) can be driven to the sliding surface (23) with the adaptation law given by:
in which α 1 , Γ 1 , i , λ 1 , λ 2 ,L, L are arbitrary positive constants, among which L can be arbitrarily small. 1 The notations 1 δ i and 2 δ i indicate the bound 1 δ on the ith nonlinear term and the bound 2 δ on the time-derivative of the ith nonlinear term, respectively 2 The index i is associated with bounds in (22) . This index means that, there exist 4 bounds (Eq. 24) and 4 adaption laws (Eqs. 25) for each subsystems in the dynamic of observation error (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) .
Proof. Consider the system (16) , it can be rewritten as:
where | 1 1 | ≤ 1 δ 1 and | 2 1 | ≤ 2 δ 1 under conditions (21) and (22) . It can be observed that Eq. (26) has the same form as the second-order system described by Eqs. (19) (20) . Furthermore, Eqs. (17) and (18) can also be rewritten to this form. Therefore, we only focus on the stability proof of Eq. (16) . The same procedure can be followed for systems (17) , (18) and (19) (20) . In order to conduct a more convenient Lyapunov analysis, a new state vector is introduced as
Then, the system (26) can be rewritten as:
To this end, the following Lyapunov function candidate is introduced:
where
and L * 1 , L * 2 are positive constants that exist so that L 1 − L * 1 ≤ 0 and L 2 − L * 2 ≤ 0, ∀t ≥ 0. It is necessary to note that the adaptive gains L 1 and L 2 are bounded (its proof will be given later). It can be observed that the matrix P is symmetric and positive definite if λ 1 , λ 2 have any real and positive value. The time derivative of V along the system (28) is given by:
where the symbol indicates a symmetric element. The first term of Eq. (31) (which representsV 1 ) is negative definite if Ω = Ω T > 0. It is easy to show that the matrix Ω will be positive definite if the gains L 1 and L 2 satisfy the following conditions
assuming that (33) and (34) hold, it implieṡ
Considering the following facts
Then, the inequality (35) can be rewritten aṡ
λ max (P) λ min (Ω), and it is obvious that term Ξ is negative definite. Taking into account the well-known inequality
|z i |, and the Lyapunov function (29) , the term Ξ can be rewritten as:
with γ = min{c 1 , α 1 , α 2 }. Substituting (39) into Eq. (38), yields:
V with respect to its argument. This notation is used to denote the positive root of √ V in a more convenient notation [30] . Given the proposed adaptation law (25), the Eq. (40) can be analyzed in two situations A1 and A2 where A1.
|σ| > L 1 > L ∀t ≥ 0. then, in view of (25)
Considering condition (33), its derivative yields:
where λ 2 is chosen such that λ 2 = α 2 α 1 Γ 2 Γ 1 . Then, it can be observed that Eq. (40) is reduced to the following:
A2. |σ| < , then L 1 (t) enters into decreasing situation and (25) becomes:
In view of Eq. (44), Eq. (40) can be rewritten as:
It can be observed that ε can become positive. Note that the second equation of (46) is valid only for a finite time interval, since if L 1 ≤ L, its value immediately starts increasing in accordance with L 1 =Lt + L, Then the first equation in (46) will be established. According to the description given for (46), Eq. (40) can become sign indefinite and |σ(·)| may become greater than due to reduce of the ASTW observer gains L 1 (t) and L 2 (t).
As soon as the magnitude of sliding variable |σ(·)| becomes larger than the defined situation A1 holds so that σ(·) reaches the domain |σ(·)| < again in a finite time. Consequently, during the presented adaptation process the sliding variable σ(·) first reaches the domain |σ(·)| < , then may leave it, both in a finite time. This behavior may occur repeatedly around the sliding surface and it is guaranteed that the sliding variable σ(·) always stays in a greater domain |σ(·)| <¯ , <¯ in the sliding mode strategy.
Considering the comparison principle and the inequality (43), it implies ζ 1 , ζ 2 → 0 in finite time T r ≤ 2 √ V(t 0 ) γ [26] . Theorem 1 is proven. Now the stability of ASTW observer (12) (13) (14) is proved. The boundedness of adaptive gains is considered in the following proposition. Proposition 1. Given the adaptation law (25) , adaptive gains L 1 (t) and L 2 (t) are bounded , ∀t ≥ 0 Proof. Inside the domain < |σ(·)| ≤¯ , a solution to (25) can be obtained as
Since L 2 = λ 1 L 1 and in view of Eq. (47), adaptive gains L 1 (t) and L 2 (t) are bounded. Inside the domain |σ(·)| ≤ , adaptive gains are decreasing and have a lower bound. Consequently, the observer gains are bounded in all over the region of attraction (−¯ < σ(·) ≤¯ ). Proposition 1 is proven.
Remark 4. It is necessary to note that, tuning the parameter is an important factor in the performance of the proposed observer. In practical applications, this parameter tuning is affected by the amplitude of Lebesgue-measurable noise that exists in signals. A too small value for lower than the noise amplitude yields system trajectories never reach to a lower value than . Therefore, in such situation and in view of (25) the observer gains never decrease which induces large oscillation and parameter drift. If parameter is too large, system trajectories reach to a vicinity of the sliding surface around . This situation induces a state estimation with low accuracy. Consequently, a suitable value should be chosen associated with the consideration of implementation (i.e. the amplitude of noise and the desired accuracy for estimation).
Remark 5. Parameter¯ represents a finite region of attraction. In order to establish sliding motion and maintain it in the presence of system perturbations, the region of attraction should be large enough that yields conservatism of observer gains. In classic sliding mode technique, the size of the region of attraction can be estimated. Although in this paper the size of the region of attraction (¯ ) dynamically increases or decreases as well as adaptive gains according to the bound of system perturbations. Therefore the estimation of¯ is practically impossible.
Fault reconstruction
In this section, we use the so-called equivalent output injection concept [21] in order to reconstruct system faults (cylinder leakages). It is assumed that Eqs. (21) (22) (23) (24) hold. It is guaranteed that during the sliding motion the sliding variable and its r − 1 consecutive derivatives are maintained at zero in an rth-order sliding mode. Therfore, when sliding motion is established: e y i =ė y i = 0 for i = 1, 2, 3 and e y 4 = e z 2 = 0 (48) in view of Eqs. (16) and (17), and considering (48) the equivalent output injection can be obtained as:
As mentioned earlier, lim t→∞ e z 1 (t) = 0 and since φ i (y), i = 1, 2 are nonsingular, then the estimation of faults can be constructed as:f
in which µ eq (·, ·) denotes the equivalent output-injection signal.
Theorem 2. Assume that all of the conditions in Theorem 1 hold. Then, during sliding motion, a precise reconstruction of faults f 1 and f 2 can be obtained through Eq. (50).
Proof. Let the fault estimation error e f i = f i (t)−f i (t), i = 1, 2. It is evident that if the fault estimation error converge to zero, the precise fault reconstruction can be achieved. To this end, considering Eqs. (21), (49) and (50), it follows that: Theorem 2 is proven. Remark 6. According to Eq. (11), terms φ 1 (y) = β V 01 +A 1 y 4 , φ 2 (y) = β V 02 −A 2 y 4 are physically positive and bounded on the overall region y ∈ Y, in which Y is a compact set representing the system working area. Therefore, in domain Y, terms φ i (y), i = 1, 2 are nonsingular and their invertibility does not impose any strong condition.
Experimental results and discussion
Experimental tests were performed to assess the performance of the proposed ASTW observer for the objective of the fault reconstruction in electro-hydraulic servo systems. Table 1 . The observer algorithm is developed under Matlab-Simulink environment and a dSPACE DS1104 R&D Controller Board with ControlDesk user-interface is used for data acquisition and the real-time implementation of the proposed strategy. Control signals are sent by DAC to the solenoid of EHSS valves and system outputs are received by ADC from position and pressure transducers. The sampling interval is set to T = 1ms. 
Setup description

Experimental results
The proposed strategy is evaluated in a closed-loop system in the presence of bounded leakage faults. In closed-loop tracking, a sinusoidal wave is generated as the desired position signal and the desired supply pressure is set to 30bar. The control inputs u 1 and u 2 are generated by a robust H ∞ controller presented in our previous work [27] . In order to fulfill state estimation and fault reconstruction, the ASTW observer (12) with gain adaptation law (25) is implemented in the real-time environment of ControlDesk and Matlab-Simulink.
As mentioned earlier, two internal and external leakage faults were applied to the system through ball valves at different time instances (approximately at T 1 ≈ 12s and T 2 ≈ 23s). Figs. 4-5 present the cylinder position and its velocity, and their estimations. Clearly, the sliding motion is established in finite time and the ASTW observer has a good performance during the sliding motion in the presence of system faults. In Fig. 6 , system pressures and the observation of them are depicted. It is obvious that leakage faults make a pressure drop in the system, which can interrupt the actuator motion and closed-loop tracking. With this in mind, see Figs. 4-5 again. The effect of applied system faults is evident in the position and velocity of the backward movement of the cylinder. This is due to the fact that the cylinder moves based on the created pressure difference on it. Therefore, any faults (like leakage) affecting the system pressure also affects the cylinder movement, and conversely. In order to compare the effectiveness of the proposed ASTW algorithm with previous works [21, 22, 23] , the observation error of the piston-side and rod-side pressure are obtained with First-Order Sliding Mode Observer, classic Super-twisting (STW) Observer and ASTW Observer. The results are presented in Figs. 7-8 . It can be observed that both chattering effect and observation error are highly reduced with the proposed ASTW observer. A more detailed comparison of observation errors for piston-and rod-side pressures are given in Tables 2  and 3 . In presented tables, performance indices are defined as follows: e y i 1 = 30 0 |e y i (t)|dt, e y i 2 = 30 0 |e y i (t)|dt and e y i ∞ = sup t∈10−30 |e y i (t)| , i = 1, 2. All of the performance indices are confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed methodology in presence of system nonidealities 3 . This is due to the fact that observer gains increase and decrease in accordance with the effect of uncertainties/faults on the deviation of the sliding variable from the sliding surface (23) . For better interpretation, the adaptation of ASTW-observer gains is illustrated in Fig 9. The gain adaptation enlarges the region of attraction (¯ ) in the presence of perturbations and shrinks it in the absence of per- turbations. Consequently, the conservatism of observer gains (gain overestimation) is eliminated and robust state estimation without chattering is obtained. These achievements are guaranteed during the sliding motion on the sliding surface (23) . The estimation of leakage faults is shown in Fig. 10 . Two levels of the internal leakage {C i (P 2 − P 1 )} and external leakage {C e2 (P 2 − P T )} are applied at the instants T ≈ 12s and T ≈ 23s, respectively. The effect of applied leakage faults is evident in the amount of the equivalent output-error-injection signals (µ(·)). Both signalsf 1 andf 2 represent the amount of actuator leakages, which can be used in a fault-tolerant control strategy. More precisely, in this test, signalf 1 denotes the amount of internal leakage {C i (P 2 − P 1 )} (leakage flow from the rod-side to the piston-side of the cylinder) after the instant T ≈ 12s. Equally, signalf 2 denotes the same leakage with opposite direction between the instants T ≈ 12s to 23s. After applying the external leakage in the return line of the cylinder (instants T ≈ 23s), signalf 2 denotes the total amount of internal and external leakages {Q L2 = −C i (P 2 − P 1 ) − C e2 (P 2 − P T )} in the return line. The measured signal by flowmeter validates the reconstructed internal leakage.
Note that, the injection signals have a non-zero small value (fluctuating with zero-mean) before applying the leakages in the first 12 seconds. This is due to the hard nonlinear behavior of the EHSS such as the PDV dead-zone and other nonlinear uncertainties which are ignored in the system modeling and observer designing. Consequently, the fluctuating behavior of injection signals with zero-mean represents the bound of unmodeled dynamics and precise fault reconstruction can be achieved for any leakage faults bigger than this bound. It is Figure 8 : Estimation error of the rod-side pressure with different sliding mode techniques worth noting that the adverse effect of unmodeled dynamics on precise fault reconstruction can be eliminated through considering more knowledge about uncertainties and their bounds while designing the ASTW observer. It will be considered in a future study. As mentioned in Section 2, using the proposed form (11) and ASTW observer (12) provides the reconstruction of any matched and unmatched perturbations including uncertainties, disturbances, friction and faults that exist on cylinder dynamics. In this case, experimental tests are performed in a free-motion condition for the cylinder. Therefore, signal µ 2 (σ) in Fig. 11 represents the amount of matched perturbation including parametric uncertainties and the unmodeled friction of the cylinder (i.e. 4 (e z 2 , t) in Eq. 20).
Conclusions
An adaptive-gain super-twisting observer is proposed for the aim of fault reconstruction in electro-hydraulic servo systems. The electro-hydraulic servo system receives bounded faults and uncertainties with unknown bounds. The proposed observer relaxes constraints on the distribution of system faults and uncertainties that needs to exist in such a way that fault reconstruction can be achieved. Furthermore, the proposed gain-adaptation algorithm takes into account system faults/uncertainties with unknown bounds leads to eliminate the overestimation of observer gains and drastically reduce the chattering effect. The precise leakage fault reconstruction was achieved. The performance of the proposed adaptive-gain super-twisting observer for fault Figure 9 : Adaptive gain L 1 (t) in state estimation through ASTW observer reconstruction is confirmed by experimental tests on an electrohydraulic servo system. Future work will focus on extending the proposed methodology for simultaneous state and fault estimation to uncertain nonlinear systems. 
